Stronger
Together
As your healthcare IT partner, we are deeply committed to support your work while coping with the
evolving COVID-19 pandemic and the challenges it brings to care delivery. Continuity of radiology
reporting activities is crucial. To help care networks provide fast, robust remote reporting capabilities,
Agfa HealthCare offers Enterprise Imaging options to extend your reporting boundaries across the wide
area network, to empower additional staff working from home or supplemental staff brought on board.
Remote radiologists can
Extend the Power of the Platform to:
•

•

Partnering with Barco®, Agfa offers complete
solutions for remote diagnostic reading:

Deploy both technical and workflow options to
support remote reporting with a user experience
identical to being in the hospital with identical
workflows, hanging protocols and integrations.
Employ worklists that are specific to suspect
COVID triage and need immediate attention.

•

Leverage escalation workflows to manage the
prioritized reporting of these suspect studies.

•

Deploy Agfa or 3rd party remote reporting
services.

•

Leverage the Enterprise Imaging collaboration
tools to communicate with technologists, other
radiologists and other clinicians for improved,
collaborative care.

•

Employ a full workstation or a portable laptop
with diagnostic display support.

Agfa HealthCare offers validated laptop and
workstation options depending on your needs.
•

Select your choice of monitors such as the
economical Barco® Nio 3MP or the premium
Barco® Coronis 6MP to use with either a laptop or
workstation.

•

For laptop users, the Barco® eGFX adaptor
provides connectivity to support multiple
monitors.

Relocation Assistance: Technical best practices with experienced technical staff can be provided for those
customers who want to move existing stations to new (remote) locations including best practices and
knowledge-transfer on configuring the workstation from LAN to WAN/VPN support.
Take a look at our dedicated webpage for useful information and ideas from Agfa HealthCare clients:
Learn how others are leveraging Enterprise Imaging to assist with image workflow, review, and collaboration
specific to COVID cases.
Check it out and join the worldwide conversation.
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